Matrix completion is a well-studied problem with many machine learning applications. In practice, the problem is often solved by non-convex optimization algorithms. However, the current theoretical analysis for non-convex algorithms relies crucially on the assumption that each entry of the matrix is observed with exactly the same probability p, which is not realistic in practice.
Introduction
Non-convex optimization techniques are now very popular for machine learning applications, especially in learning neural networks [Bengio et al., 2013 , Schmidhuber, 2015 . These methods are easier to implement and extremely efficient in practice. Even though optimizing a non-convex function is hard in general, recent works proved convergence guarantees for problems including matrix completion, dictionary learning and tensor decomposition [Jain et al., 2013 , Sun and Luo, 2015 , Arora et al., 2015 .
Unlike convex optimization, non-convex problems may have many bad local optima. Existing techniques rely heavily on model assumptions to get a strong initialization (e.g., [Jain et al., 2013, Sun and Luo, 2015] ), or to prove that the objective function has no bad local optima (e.g., [Ge et al., 2016 ). In this paper, we investigate the robustness of non-convex algorithms against model misspecification. In particular, we focus on the matrix completion problem -a well-known learning problem with applications to recommendation systems [Koren, 2009, Rennie and . Both its convex relaxations Shraibman, 2005, Recht, 2011] and non-convex approaches [Jain et al., 2013 , Sun and Luo, 2015 , Ge et al., 2016 were studied extensively before (see Section 1.3 for more related work).
In the matrix completion problem, there is an unknown low-rank matrix M ⋆ that can be factored into M ⋆ = U ⋆ (V ⋆ ) ⊤ , where U ⋆ ∈ R n 1 ×r , V ⋆ = R n 2 ×r , and r is the rank of the matrix. After observing a random set of entries, the goal is to recover the entire low-rank matrix M ⋆ .
Matrix completion arises naturally in the design of recommendation systems. For example, the rows of the matrix may correspond to users, and the columns of the matrix correspond to items. , using techniques such as alternating minimization [Koren, 2009] or gradient descent [Rennie and Srebro, 2005] . Sometimes additional terms are added as regularizers. Recently, many results established strong convergence guarantees for these non-convex approaches (e.g., [Jain et al., 2013 , Sun and Luo, 2015 , Ge et al., 2016 , see more discussions in Section 1.3).
In order to understand robustness of algorithms under model misspecification, we consider a natural setting where the probability p i,j of observing entry (i, j) can be different, but they are still all at least p. In fact, our algorithm can work with a slightly stronger semi-random model: each entry is first revealed with probability p (same as the standard model). After that, an adversary is allowed to examine the ground-truth matrix M ⋆ and the set of currently observed entries. The adversary can choose to reveal additional entries of the matrix (adding elements to Ω). The setting where every entry is observed with probability p i,j ≥ p is a special case of this semi-random model.
Intuitively, what the adversary does is beneficial for us, because we get to observe more entries of the matrix. Indeed, the convex relaxation will still work in this semi-random model. 1 Our work is motivated by the following questions: Are the non-convex approaches robust in this semi-random model? If not, is there a way to fix the non-convex algorithms to get an algorithm that is both robust to the semi-random adversary and efficient in practice?
Our Results
Theorem 1.2 (Main). In the semi-random model, if the reveal probability p ≥ Cµ 6 r 6 (κ ⋆ ) 6 log(n 1 +n 2 ) n 1 ǫ 2 for a large enough constant C, with high probability, using weights produced by Algorithm 1, all local minima of Objective (1) satisfies U V ⊤ − M ⋆ 2 F ≤ ǫ M ⋆ 2 F . The pre-processing time is O(m · poly(µ, r, κ ⋆ , ǫ −1 )) where m is the total number of revealed entries.
Here µ, r, κ ⋆ are the incoherence parameter, rank, and the condition number of M ⋆ (see Section 2 for formal definitions). Previous analyses crucially rely on concentration bounds obtained from observing the entries of M ⋆ uniformly at random. We prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 4, where we replace these concentration bounds with spectral properties guaranteed by our pre-processing algorithm (Theorem 1.1). See Section 4 and Appendix C for details.
Related Work
Matrix Completion. The first theoretical guarantees on matrix completion come from convex relaxation [Srebro and Shraibman, 2005 , Recht, 2011 , Candès and Tao, 2010 , Candès and Recht, 2009 , Negahban and Wainwright, 2012 . In particular, Candès and Tao [2010] and Recht [2011] showed that if Ω((n 1 + n 2 )rµ 2 log 2 (n 1 + n 2 )) entries are observed randomly (where µ is the incoherence parameter, see Section 2.2), the nuclear norm convex relaxation recovers the exact underlying low-rank matrix. There have been many works trying to improve the running time (e.g., [Srebro et al., 2004 , Mazumder et al., 2010 , Hastie et al., 2014 and the references therein).
For the non-convex approaches, the first set of results require a good initialization. Keshavan et al. [2010a,b] showed that well-initialized gradient descent recovers M ⋆ . Later, it was shown that several other non-convex algorithms, including alternating minimization [Jain et al., 2013 , Hardt and Wootters, 2014 , Hardt, 2014 and gradient descent [Chen and Wainwright, 2015] , converge to the correct solution with a careful initialization.
Recently, the work of Sun and Luo [2015] (and subsequent works [Zhao et al., 2015 , Zheng and Lafferty, 2016 , Tu et al., 2015 ) established a common framework for matrix completion algorithms with a good initialization. In particular, they proved an analog of strong convexity in the neighborhood of the optimal solution. As a result, many different algorithms can converge to M ⋆ .
For guarantees without careful initialization, Sa et al. [2015] analyzed stochastic gradient descent from random initialization. More recently, Ge et al. [2016] , Park et al. [2016] , , Chen and Li [2017] showed that the non-convex objective (with careful regularization) does not have any bad local minima.
All of the works above require uniformly random observations. There have also been works that try to solve matrix completion problem under deterministic assumptions [Bhojanapalli and Jain, 2014, Li et al., 2016] . [Bhojanapalli and Jain, 2014] uses convex relaxations, and the conditions in [Li et al., 2016] does not apply to the semi-random model.
Graph Sparsification. The goal of graph sparsification is to use a few weighted edges to approximate a given graph. We focus on the notion of spectral similarity in this paper (see Definition 2.3). 3 The seminal work of Spielman and Teng [2011] showed that, for any undirected graph G, an ǫ-spectral sparsifier of G with O(n/ǫ 2 ) edges can be constructed in nearly-linear time. In a beautiful piece of work, Batson et al. [2012] showed that an ǫ-spectral sparsifier with a linear number of O(n/ǫ 2 ) edges exist and can be computed in polynomial time. Since then, there have been many efforts [Allen Zhu et al., 2015 , Lee and Sun, 2015 on speeding up the construction of linear-sized sparsifiers. Recently, Lee and Sun [2017] gave an algorithm for this problem that runs in near-linear time O(m/ǫ O(1) ).
Semi-Random Model. The semi-random model was first proposed by Blum and Spencer [1995] as an intermediate model between average-case and worst-case. Algorithms for semi-random models were developed for many graph problems, including planted clique [Jerrum, 1992, Feige and Krauthgamer, 2000] , community detection/stochastic block model [Feige and Kilian, 2001 , Perry and Wein, 2017 , Moitra et al., 2016 , graph partitioning [Kucera, 1995 , Makarychev et al., 2012 and correlation clustering [Mathieu and Schudy, 2010, Makarychev et al., 2015] . Most of these works use convex relaxations, and non-convex approaches (including spectral algorithms) were known to fail Kilian, 2001, Moitra et al., 2016] for some of these problems. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one that tries to fix the non-convex approach using a light-weight convex pre-processing step.
Non-Convex Optimization. Although non-convex optimization is NP-hard in general, under reasonable assumptions it is possible to find a local minimum efficiently (e.g., , Agarwal et al., 2016 ). It follows from Theorem 1.2 that, by running these algorithms after our pre-processing step, we get non-convex algorithms that can recover the groundtruth matrix M ⋆ approximately even in the semi-random model.
Preliminary

Notations
We use [n] to denote the set {1, . . . , n}. We use e i or χ i for the i-th standard basis vector. We write I for the identity matrix, and J for the all ones matrix.
For a vector x, we use x 1 , x and x ∞ for the ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 , and ℓ ∞ norm of x respectively. For a matrix A, we use A i to denote i-th row of A. We use A 1 , A , A ∞ , A F , and A max for the ℓ 1 , spectral, ℓ ∞ , Frobenius norm, and maximum absolute entry of A. Note that A ∞ (and A 1 ) is just the maximum ℓ 1 -norm of the rows (and columns) of A. Let λ min (A) denote the minimum eigenvalue of A, and let σ i (A) denote the i-th largest singular value of A.
A symmetric n × n matrix A is said to be positive semidefinite (PSD) if x ⊤ Ax ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R n , and positive definite if x ⊤ Ax > 0 for any x = 0. For two symmetric matrices A and B of the same dimensions, we write A B (or equivalently B A) when B − A is positive semidefinite, and A ≺ B when B − A is positive definite.
We use tr(A) for the trace of a square matrix A. Let A * B be the Hadamard (entry-wise) product of two matrices (where (A * B) i,j = A i,j B i,j ). For n 1 × n 2 matrices A and B, we write A • B or A, B for the entry-wise inner product of A and B: A, B = tr(
the Kronecker product of A and B. If X ∈ R n×r , define the Katri-Rao product X ⊙ X be an n × r 2 matrix whose i-th row is equal to X i ⊗ X i . 4
Matrix Completion and Non-convex Formulation
Throughout the paper, the ground-truth matrix is always denoted by M ⋆ . We assume the hidden low-rank matrix M ⋆ ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 is of rank r and can be decomposed as
For the symmetric case, we assume n 1 = n 2 = n. For the asymmetric case we assume (w.l.o.g.) that n 1 ≤ n 2 , and let n = n 1 + n 2 . We also assume w.l.o.g. that (U ⋆ ) ⊤ U ⋆ = (V ⋆ ) ⊤ V ⋆ . 5 We use σ ⋆ 1 , σ ⋆ r to denote the first and r-th singular values of M ⋆ respectively. Let κ ⋆ = σ ⋆ 1 /σ ⋆ r be the condition number of M ⋆ .
In the standard matrix completion setting, each entry of the matrix is observed with probability p. Let Ω be the set of observed entries. To make the notation more flexible, we define a weight matrix W such that W i,j = 1 p if (i, j) ∈ Ω (and 0 otherwise). We use the objective function in [Ge et al., 2016 that includes additional regularizers:
where
Here λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 are parameters to choose. The notation x + represents max{x, 0}. Intuitively, the regularizer Q(U, V ) ensures U, V have bounded row norms. The additional term
F is a regularizer that is popular for asymmetric matrix completion [Park et al., 2016] . showed the following result: Theorem 2.2 , Informal). Under appropriate settings of parameters λ, α, if p ≥ poly(r, µ, κ ⋆ , log n)/n for some fixed polynomial, then with high probability, all local minima of Equation (1) are globally optimal, and they satisfy U V ⊤ = M ⋆ .
Graph Laplacians
For a weighted undirected graph G = (V, E, w) with n vertices and edge weights w e ≥ 0, let D be a diagonal matrix containing the weighted degree of each vertex (
In other words, if we orient every edge e = (i, j) ∈ E arbitrarily and represent it by a vector b e ∈ R n with b e (i) = 1 and b e (j) = −1. The Laplacian matrix L is equal to L = e∈E w e b e b ⊤ e . We use L 1/2 to denote the principal square root of a PSD matrix L. Abusing notation, we use L −1 for the Moore-Penrose inverse of L, and L −1/2 for (L −1 ) 1/2 . The normalized Laplacian is the matrix D −1/2 LD −1/2 . The effective resistance of an edge e in a graph with
n J is the identity matrix on the image space of L. We often abbreviate I im(G) as I.
We say two graphs are spectrally similar if the following holds:
Definition 2.3 (Spectral Similarity [Spielman and Teng, 2011] ). Suppose L 1 , L 2 are the Laplacians for graphs G 1 , G 2 respectively, we say G 1 and G 2 are ǫ-spectrally similar if and only if
Graph sparsification is known to be a special case of sparsifying sum of rank-one PSD matrices (see, e.g., [Batson et al., 2012] ). Similarly, we can reduce Problem 1 to Problem 2.
Problem 2. For a set of m vectors {v i } m i=1 , assume there exists a subset S of vectors such that
(1 + β)I. Compute a set of weights w i ≥ 0 such that
To see why Problem 1 can be reduced to Problem 2, let L H be the Laplacian for the complete bipartite graph. The reduction simply sets v e = (L H ) −1/2 b e for each edge e ∈ E.
3 Pre-Processing: Reweighting the Entries
In this section, we present a nearly-linear time algorithm for Problem 1. As we discussed in Section 2.3, Problem 1 is equivalent to the problem of approximating the identity matrix (Problem 2). We prove the following theorem for Problem 2: (
We can find a set of weights w i ≥ 0 in O(m/ǫ O(1) ) time, such that with high probability,
We adapt techniques from recent developments on linear-sized graph sparsification [Batson et al., 2012 , Allen Zhu et al., 2015 , Lee and Sun, 2017 . The main difference between our problem and the graph sparsification problem is the following: instead of assuming i v i v ⊤ i = I, we only know the existence of an unknown set S such that i∈S v i v ⊤ i = I. This prevents us from using some of the well-known techniques in graph sparsification (e.g., sampling by effective resistance Spielman and Srivastava [2011] , Lee and Sun [2015] ). For the same reason, any simple reweighting algorithms that are oblivious to whether a good set S exists will not work.
One of our main contributions is to identify that the framework of Batson et al. [2012] is not only limited to graph sparsification. The fact that the algorithm picks edges deterministically makes it much more powerful, and the analysis only requires the existence of a "good" edge to add 6 We assume 0 < β ≤ 1 10 is given, because we can do a binary search by running our algorithm and see if it succeeds. It is worth mentioning that we never explicitly compute any vi = L −1/2 bi. See Appendix B for more details.
in each iteration. On the technical level, our work departs from previous works in two important ways: (1) our algorithm works even when the hidden set S has sum only approximately equal to I; and (2) our analysis is considerably simpler, partly because we do not require the output weights to be sparse. We first give an overview of the framework of Batson et al. [2012] . We will maintain two barrier values ℓ < u, and a weighted sum of the rank-one matrices A =
The plan is to start with some constants ℓ < 0 < u, A = 0, and gradually increase the weights {w i } i , u and ℓ, while making sure that A stays between the two barriers uI and ℓI. If we can increase u and ℓ at roughly the same rate, the condition number of A will become smaller.
Our approach in this section is most directly inspired by the recent work of Lee and Sun [2017] . We use the following potential function proposed in [Lee and Sun, 2017] to measure how far A is from the barriers (both uI and ℓI):
If A is far from uI and ℓI, then all eigenvalues of uI − A and A − ℓI are large and Φ u,ℓ (A) is small. The potential function is going to guide us on how to increase the weights w i so that A stays away from the barriers. The derivatives of the potential functions with respect to A are
For notational convenience, we define C − = ∇Φ u (A), C + = −∇Φ ℓ (A), and C = C + − C − . Note that when ℓI ≺ A ≺ uI, both C + and C − are PSD matrices. The first order approximation of the potential function is
We want Φ u,ℓ (A + ∆) to be small, which guarantees that A + ∆ is far away from ℓI and uI. Therefore, in each iteration, we seek a matrix ∆ such that (1) ∆ is small enough for the first-order approximation of Φ u,ℓ (A + ∆) to be accurate; and (2) ∆ maximizes C • ∆, the reduction to (first-order approximation of) the potential function.
Formally, let ρ = (λ min {uI − A, A − ℓI}) 2 . When 0 ∆ ǫρI, the first-order approximation of Φ u,ℓ (A + ∆) is accurate (see Lemma B.1 in Appendix B). We are interested in the following SDP:
Ideally, we would like to have X = ǫρI, and increase the barrier values by δ u = δ ℓ = ǫρ. If we can do this, A grows equally in each dimension, the upper and lower barriers increase at the same
Let ∆ j be an approximate solution to the SDP (2) with
rate, and the potential function remains unchanged: Φ u+ǫρ,ℓ+ǫρ (A + ǫρI) = Φ u,ℓ (A). While this is too good to be true, we will show that we can find an X that is almost as good.
We give a full description of our algorithm in Algorithm 1. We will use the following lemmas (Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3) to analyze Algorithm 1 and prove Theorem 3.1. Lemma 3.2 shows that the SDP in (2) admits a good solution, and we can solve it approximately in nearly-linear time. Lemma 3.3 says that the potential function Φ u j ,ℓ j (A j ) never increases, which guarantees that A j is far away from both u j I and ℓ j I for all j.
) and corresponding barrier values ℓ = ℓ j and u = u j ,
(2) Let C, C + , C − be defined as above. We can compute a set of weights
Lemma 3.3. Fix 0 < β, ǫ ≤ 1/10. Let A j+1 = A j + ∆ j denote the matrix in the j-th iteration of Algorithm 1. If ∆ j is an approximate solution to the SDP that satisfies Lemma 3.2, then we have
We defer the proofs of these two lemmas to Appendix B. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we show that
The condition number of A j is upper bounded by
, hence it suffices to show that
Next, we analyze the running time of Algorithm 1. The initial value of the potential function is Φ u 0 ,ℓ 0 (0) = 2 tr exp(I) = 2n. By Lemma 3.3 and a union bound over j, we have that with high probability, Φ u j ,ℓ j (A j ) ≤ 2n for all j ≤ O(log n/ǫ 2 ). To see that A j must be far away from the barriers, consider only the contribution of λ min (u j I − A j ) to the potential function:
It follows that λ min (u j I − A) = Ω(log −1 n), and similarly λ min (A j − ℓ j I) = Ω(log −1 n). Therefore, we know that ρ ≥ (1 − ǫ)(λ min {u j I − A j , A j − ℓI j }) 2 = Ω(log −2 n), and δ u,j − δ ℓ,j = Ω(ǫ 2 · log −2 n) for all j. Since the algorithm starts with u 0 > ℓ 0 and terminates when u j − ℓ j > 1, the number of iterations is at most
It remains to show that each iteration takes nearly-linear time. We maintain the matrices A j and ∆ j implicitly by the corresponding sets of weights, and add their weights together to get A j+1 . The input and output of the SDP are also represented implicitly by the weights. By Lemma 3.2, we can compute ρ and find a near-optimal solution to the SDP in (2) 
From Graphs to Weight Matrices: Consequences of Spectral Similarity
In this section, we show that the weights computed by Algorithm 1 are useful for the semi-random matrix completion problem. More specifically, we prove the following corollary of Theorem 3.1. Corollary 3.4 provides the spectral property that is crucial to our analysis of non-convex matrixcompletion algorithms in Section 4.
Corollary 3.4. Fix β > 0. Consider the matrix completion problem with ground truth M ⋆ ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 . There exists p = O log n n 1 β 2 such that if every entry of M ⋆ is observed with probability at least p, then w.h.p., we can compute a weight matrix W ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 in time O(m/β O(1) ), such that W is supported on the observed entries, W ∞ ≤ n 2 , W 1 ≤ n 1 , and
Recall that J is the all ones matrix, n = n 1 + n 2 , and we assume n 1 ≤ n 2 . Corollary 3.4 follows from Lemma 3.5, Theorem 3.1, and Lemma 3.6. Lemma 3.5 provides concentration bounds for random matrices, which implies that when p is large enough, the semirandom input contains a good subset of observations. We can then apply Theorem 3.1 to show that our preprocessing algorithm can recover a good set of weights (i.e., a weighted graph that is spectrally similar to the complete bipartite graph). Finally, Lemma 3.6 shows that the closeness in the Laplacians of two graphs implies the closeness in their (normalized) adjacency matrices.
Lemma 3.5. Let G denote the n 1 × n 2 complete bipartite graph. We write n = n 1 + n 2 for the number of vertices, and m = n 1 n 2 for the number of edges. Let H denote a random graph generated by including each edge of G independently with probability p. W.h.p, we can re-weight edges in H so that the Laplacian matrix L H is ǫ-spectrally similar with L G , where ǫ = O n log n pm .
Proof. For complete bipartite graphs, all edges have the same effective resistance, so uniform sampling among all the edges will produce a good spectral sparsifier. Formally, we can use the main result of Spielman and Srivastava [2011] : Fix any 0 < ǫ < 1. For sufficiently large n and all graphs on n vertices, there is a universal constant C so that sampling Cn log n/ǫ 2 edges independently (with sample probability p e proportional to [edge weight × effective resistant]) produces an ǫ-spectral sparsifier with high probability. The lemma allows reweighting on H because when we include an edge we give it weight 1/p e .
At the core of [Spielman and Srivastava, 2011] are matrix concentration inequalities [Rudelson and Vershynin, 2007 , Ahlswede and Winter, 2002 , Tropp, 2012 . Note that the original proof in [Spielman and Srivastava, 2011] used sampling with replacement and holds only with constant probability, but the analysis can be adapted to show that sampling by effective resistance without replacement works with high probability.
Lemma 3.6. Let L = D − A and L = D − A be two graph Laplacians, where D is the degree matrix and A is the adjacency matrix of the graph.
Proof. For (1), the spectral similarity between L and L implies that (1 − ǫ)x ⊤ Lx ≤ x ⊤ Lx ≤ x ⊤ Lx for all x ∈ R n . In particular, this holds for all standard basis vectors, so
For (2), we know that 0 L − L ǫL and similarly 0 D − D ǫD, and therefore
The last step uses the fact that eigenvalues of a normalized Laplacian matrix D −1/2 LD −1/2 are always between 0 and 2.
We are now ready to prove Corollary 3.4 using Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6.
Proof of Corollary 3.4. Let G denote the n 1 × n 2 complete bipartite graph (n 1 ≤ n 2 ). Let H be the graph corresponds to the entries revealed randomly, and let H ′ denote the graph after the adversary added extra edges. By Lemma 3.5, for p = O log n n 1 β 2 , with high probability, there exists edge weights for
Because the edges of H ′ is a superset of the edges of H, there exist edge weights for H ′ such that the same condition holds. Since the vectors {L −1/2 G b e } e∈H ′ satisfy the condition in Problem 2, we can invoke Theorem 3.1 with ǫ = β to obtain a set of weights
, where m is the number of edges in H ′ . Let A denote the adjacency matrix of G, and let A ′ denote the adjacency matrix of H ′ with weights w e . Since both A ′ and A G include only edges in the complete bipartite graph, we can write
where J is the all ones matrix and W ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 contains the edge weights w e (W i,j = w e for every (i, j) ∈ H ′ , and W i,j = 0 otherwise). By Lemma 3.6, the row sum of W is at most n 2 for every row, and the column sum of W is at most n 1 for every column. Again by Lemma 3.6,
Application to Matrix Completion
Most analysis of matrix completion relies on the fact that the observed entries are sampled uniformly at random. Let W i,j = 1/p if entry (i, j) is observed. This assumption is mostly used to prove concentration inequalities related to the norm of low-rank matrices M 2 W . In particular, the following two lemmas are used in most papers.
Lemma 4.1 shows that for an M that is in the "tangent space" (the linear space of U ⋆ X ⊤ + Y (V ⋆ ) ⊤ ), the norm of Z is preserved after we restrict to the observed entries. Lemma 4.2 shows that the norm is preserved for every incoherent matrix XY ⊤ .
Lemma 4.1 (Recht [2011] 
Suppose entries are revealed with probability p independently, weight matrix W i,j = 1/p if (i, j) is revealed and 0 otherwise. For any 0 < δ < 1, when p ≥ Ω( µr δ 2 n log n), with high probability over the randomness of W we have
Lemma 4.2. Let W be a random matrix where W i,j = 1/p with probability p, and W i,j = 0 otherwise. There exist universal constants c 1 and c 2 , so that for any δ > 0, if p ≥ c 1 log n δ 2 n 1 , then with probability at least 1 − 1 2 n −4 , we have for any matrices X ∈ R n 1 ×r , Y ∈ R n 2 ×r :
However, neither of these lemmas is applicable in our semi-random setting, because the weight matrix W is no longer chosen randomly by nature.
Lemma 4.1 is used in both the convex analysis (e.g., [Recht, 2011] ) and many local analyses for the non-convex methods (e.g., [Sun and Luo, 2015] ). Deterministic versions of Lemma 4.1 include Assumption A2 in [Bhojanapalli and Jain, 2014] and Assumption A3 in [Li et al., 2016] . Unfortunately, we do not know whether Assumption A2 in [Bhojanapalli and Jain, 2014] is true even for random matrices, and we cannot guarantee Assumption A3 in [Li et al., 2016] because it is a condition that depends on the (unknown) ground truth.
Since we do not know how to obtain a deterministic version of Lemma 4.1, we turn our attention to Lemma 4.2. Lemma 4.2 is only used in more recent non-convex analyses (e.g., [Sun and Luo, 2015, Ge et al., 2017] ). We replace Lemma 4.2 with the following (stronger version of the) lemma, which states that if W is close to the all ones matrix J (which is guaranteed by our preprocessing algorithm), then the norm of XY ⊤ F is preserved after we weight the entries by W . Recently, [Chen and Li, 2017] has independently obtained a deterministic inequality similar to Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.3 (Preserving the Norm via Spectral Properties).
For any matrices X ∈ R n 1 ×r , Y ∈ R n 2 ×r , and W ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 , we have
Proof. Recall that X i is the i-th row of X, and X ⊙ X ∈ R n 1 ×r 2 is the Katri-Rao product. We have
As a result, we know
We can also bound the Frobenius norm of the two product by:
Using this lemma, as well as techniques in , we can prove the following theorem (see Appendix C for its proof):
Theorem 4.4. For matrix completion problem with ground truth M ⋆ ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 , let µ, r, σ ⋆ 1 , κ ⋆ be the incoherence parameter, rank, largest singular value and condition number of M ⋆ . Fix any error parameter 0 < ǫ < 1. Suppose the weight matrix W ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 satisfies W ∞ ≤ n 2 , W 1 ≤ n 1 , and
µrκ ⋆ , and λ 2 = C 2 n 1 µrκ ⋆ for some large enough universal constant C. Then, any local minimum
Our main result (Theorem 1.2) follows immediately from Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 4.4. We can choose β = O(ǫ/(µ 3 r 3 (κ ⋆ ) 3 )) in Corollary 3.4 so that our preprocessing algorithm produces a weight matrix W that satisfies the requirements of Theorem 4.4. By Theorem 4.4, the non-convex objective with weight matrix W has no bad local optima. The pre-processing time is O(m/β O(1) ) = O(m · poly(µ, r, κ ⋆ , ǫ −1 )).
Conclusions
In this paper, we showed that even though non-convex approaches for matrix completion are not robust in the semi-random model, but it is possible to fix them using a pre-processing step. The pre-processing step solves a few convex programs (packing SDPs) to ameliorate the influence of the semi-random adversary. Unlike the full convex relaxation for matrix completion, our pre-processing step runs in nearly-linear time. Combining our pre-processing step with non-convex optimization gives an algorithm that is robust in the semi-random model, and at the same time enjoys the efficiency of the non-convex approaches.
Our pre-processing step solves a variant of the graph sparsification problem. Given a graph G formed by adding extra edges to H (or a graph similar to H), we can produce a weighted version of G that is spectrally similar to H. We believe this subroutine can be useful in other problems.
An immediate open problem is whether we can prove the output of the pre-processing step allows non-convex optimization to recover the ground truth exactly. This would require proving stronger concentration inequalities like Lemma 4.1 using deterministic conditions. More broadly, we hope this work will inspire new ideas that make non-convex optimization more robust. 
A Counter Examples for Non-convex Approaches
In this section, we give counter-examples to some non-convex methods for matrix completion. For simplicity, we give examples for the weighted version of the non-convex objective. These examples can be translated to the semi-random adversary model using standard sampling techniques. We will give the counter-examples in a simpler setting where M ⋆ is known to be symmetric, we have M ⋆ is an n × n matrix that can be decomposed as M ⋆ = U ⋆ (U ⋆ ) ⊤ . In this case, we optimize:
Here Q(U ) is the regularizer λ n i=1 ( U i 2 − α) 4 + (where x + = max{x, 0}). Parameters λ, α in the regularizer is specified later (see Lemma C.7). Our examples also work for the asymmetric Objective (1).
Example Where Objective (3) Has Spurious Local Minimum. We first give an example where Objective (3) has a spurious local minimum. This is a simple rank 1 case where the intended solution M ⋆ = u ⋆ (u ⋆ ) ⊤ is the all ones matrix, and u ⋆ = (1, 1, ..., 1) ⊤ is the all ones vector.
In this example, all vectors will be represented by two blocks of size n/2 × 1, and the value within each block will be the same; similarly all matrices will be partitioned into 2×2 blocks (where each block has size n/2 × n/2), and entries within each block are the same.
For this example, we choose
for any parameters 2 −1/4 < β ≤ 9 10 and γ = 1+β 2 1−β 2 < 10.
Lemma A.1. For the setting of M ⋆ , u, W stated above, the objective function (3) has a local minimum at u.
We will prove this lemma by second-order sufficient condition: gradient is 0 and Hessian is positive definite. Clearly u is incoherent, so the incoherence regularizer does not matter. We first check the gradient of f (u) is 0. This is due to our choice of γ satisfies γ(β 2 − 1) + (β 2 + 1) = 0:
Next, we consider the Hessian of f (u). For any vector δ ∈ R n , we know that
We show this is strictly greater than 0 for all δ = 0. Let δ = δ 1 δ 2 for δ 1 , δ 2 ∈ R n/2 . Notice that δu ⊤ 2 W is non-negative, therefore, we have
The last step is due to δ = 0 and our choice of β and γ.
Example Where SVD Initialization Gives the Wrong Subspace. Many other non-convex methods depend on SVD to do initialization (e.g., [Jain et al., 2013 , Hardt, 2014 ). Now we give an example where SVD cannot find the subspace correctly. This is a rank-2 example. For simplicity, all vectors are divided into blocks of size n/4 × 1, and matrices are divided into blocks of size n/4 × n/4. We write these as 4 × 2 or 4 × 4 matrices, and they should be interpreted as blocks (constant multiplied by J n/4×1 or J n/4×n/4 ). The matrix Diag(4, 1) is a 2 × 2 diagonal matrix. This lemma is easy to verify numerically by computing the SVD of the 4 × 4 matrix. The SVD of the original matrix follows the same block structure.
Converting Weighted Examples to Semi-Random Examples. In order to get counter examples in the semi-random model, pick a probability of observation p (we need p ≥ poly(r) log(n)/n, and in our examples p can be as large as 1/10). The semi-random adversary will reveal entry (i, j) with probability p i,j = pW i,j ≥ p for the W given in the examples. This way, the expectation of the observed entries is exactly W * M ⋆ (after scaling by 1/p), and the expectation of the objective function is equal to U U ⊤ − M ⋆ 2 W . For the first example, by standard concentration results, we know that the gradient and Hessian of the objective function are close to their expectations, so there is a local minimum near u. For the second example, by standard random matrix theory, we know when p is large enough the top singular space of the observed matrix is close to the top singular space of W * M ⋆ (and thus far from the correct space).
B Omitted Proofs from Section 3
In this section, we give more details about Section 3 and prove Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3.
Recall that we are given a set of input vectors
where each v i = L −1/2 b i for a fixed Laplacian L and some b i representing an edge, and we assume that there exist weights w i such that
(1 + β)I. The goal is to compute a set of weights w i in nearly-linear time so that (1
We maintain barrier values u and ℓ, and a weighted sum of the rank-one matrices A =
It is worth noting that we never explicitly compute the vectors v i = L −1/2 b i . We store A by keeping track of the weights w i . When updating the weights, we approximate the quantities v ⊤ i Cv i (for some matrix C = C(A)) simultaneously for all i in nearly-linear time (see Lemma B.3).
We use the following potential functions proposed in [Lee and Sun, 2017] to measure how far A is away from the barriers:
The derivatives of the potential functions with respect to A are
By convexity we have
The following lemma from Lee and Sun [2017] shows that when ∆ is small, the first-order approximation of Φ u,ℓ (A + ∆) is a good estimation.
Lemma B.1 (Lee and Sun [2017] ). Let A be a symmetric matrix. Let ℓ < u be barrier values such that u − ℓ ≤ 1 and ℓI ≺ A ≺ uI. Assume that 0 ∆, ∆ ǫ(uI − A) 2 , and ∆ ǫ(A − ℓI) 2 for ǫ ≤ 1/10. Then,
Recall that for notational convenience, we write
When ℓI ≺ A ≺ uI, both C + and C − are PSD matrices. Recall that ρ = (λ min {uI −A, A−ℓI}) 2 . We are interested in the following packing SDP:
The constraint X ǫρI implies that X ǫ(uI −A) 2 and X ǫ(A−ℓI) 2 . Thus, by Lemma B.1, when ǫ ≤ 1/10, the first-order approximation of the potential function is accurate: (2) is naturally trying to find an X to maximize the C • X, while making sure C • X is a good approximation to the reduction of the potential function.
Ideally, we would like to have X = ǫρI so that A grows equally in each dimension, and the potential function stays the same:
When X = ǫρI, the objective value of the SDP is
While in general I may not be in the span of the rank-one matrices, we will show in Lemma B.3 that we can compute an X with
We first prove Lemma 3.3, which states that the potential function does not increase if ∆ j in each iteration satisfies Lemma B.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We want to show
When we increase the weights {w i } and expand A, the lower barrier potential Φ ℓ decreases (since A gets farther away from ℓI) and the upper barrier Φ u increases (since A gets closer to uI). When we increase the barrier values u and ℓ, the opposite happens: Φ ℓ increases and Φ u decreases. Intuitively, the proof works by carefully increasing u and ℓ to cancel out the change due to adding ∆ j , while making sure both u and ℓ increase at roughly the same rate.
Recall that C + = −∇Φ ℓ j (A j ) and C − = ∇Φ u j (A j ). Formally, we have
Our choice of δ u,j , δ ℓ,j satisfies that δ u,j , δ ℓ,j ≤ ǫρ when ǫ, β ≤ 1/10, which allows us to apply Lemma B.1.
Step (4) uses A j A j+1 and the fact that, for any ℓI
We continue to bound the change of the potential function when we set A j+1 = A j + ∆ j for any ∆ j that satisfies Lemma B.3.
We conclude the proof by comparing lines (5) and (6), and setting δ u,j = ǫρ(1+β+5ǫ) 2(1−2ǫ) and δ ℓ,j = ǫρ(1−β−5ǫ) 2(1+2ǫ) . The trace terms cancel out and we get Φ u j+1 ,ℓ j+1 (A j+1 ) ≤ Φ u j ,ℓ j (A j ) as needed.
We remark that the best we can hope for is to increase the upper and lower barriers at a rate of 1 + β vs. 1 − β (which is the case as ǫ → 0), because the ground-truth is a set of weights w i with (1−β)I i w i v i v ⊤ i (1+β)I. Our algorithm only achieves a ratio of 1+O(β +ǫ) vs. 1−O(β +ǫ) for several reasons: (1) the error in the first-order approximation of the potential function, (2) we solve the SDP approximately, and (3) we use Taylor expansion and Johnson-Lindenstrauss to speed up the computation.
We break Lemma 3.2 into two lemmas and prove them separately. Lemma B.2 states that SDP (2) has a good solution. Lemma B.3 shows that we can compute ρ and solve this packing SDP (2) approximately in nearly-linear time.
Lemma B.2. Let A be a symmetric matrix. Let ℓ < u be barrier values such that ℓI ≺ A ≺ uI. The SDP in (2) has a solution X with
Proof. When X = ǫρI, the objective value is C • X = ǫρ tr(C). Note that C is not PSD, so when X ≈ ǫρI, we need to split C into the difference of two PSD matrices C + and C − to bound the error.
Recall that there exists a set of weights w i with (
(1 + β)I. We look at a solution of this SDP with X = ρ 1+β
It follows directly that X is feasible since X is a weighted sum of v i v ⊤ i and X ǫρI. For the objective value, since 1−β 1+β ǫρI X ǫρI,
We now provide details about how to implement Algorithm 1 in nearly-linear time. We remark that similar implementations were shown in Allen Zhu et al. [2015] , Sun [2015, 2017] .
represented by a set of weights {w i ≥ 0} m i=1 , let ℓ < u be barrier values such that u − ℓ ≤ 1 and (ℓ + g)I ≺ A ≺ (u − g)I for some gap g = Ω(log −2 n). We can compute ρ and weights { w i } m i=1 in O(m/ǫ 5 ) time, such that with high probability,
satisfies X ǫρI and
be the Laplacian specified by the weights of A. In this proof, we will frequently use the following fact,
(1) We show how to compute ρ ∈ [1 − ǫ, 1] · λ min (uI − A) 2 . The approach is similar for A − ℓI. It is sufficient to compute ρ ≈ ǫ/2 λ min (uI − A) 2 . 7 By Lemma B.5, there exists a
Observe that for any n × n PSD matrix M ,
In particular, for k = O(log n/ǫ) we can get tr(p(A) 2k ) 1/2k ≈ ǫ/4 λ max (p(A)), and thus, we
It remains to show that we can approximate
. We approximate each diagonal entry of M 2 by writing it as M 2
, where χ i denote the i-th standard basis vector. By the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma, we can generate a random O(log n/ǫ 2 ) × n matrix Q, so that with high probability, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Note that QM χ i is the i-th column of QM . We can compute (approximately) QM = M Q ⊤ ⊤ by multiplying each column of Q ⊤ through M .
This can be done in time O(n/ǫ 5 ), because Q ⊤ has O(log n/ǫ 2 ) columns, and matrix-vector multiplication with M = p(L −1 L) k can be implemented using k ·deg(p) = O(log 3 n/ǫ) matrixvector multiplications with L −1 L. We will show that matrix-vector multiplication with L −1 L can be done in time O(n/ǫ 2 ), so the overall running time is O(n/ǫ 5 ).
Recall that the number of edges in L is at most m. Let m ′ denote the number of edges in L. W.l.o.g., we can assume both m, m ′ = O(n/ǫ 2 ) by sparsifying the input graphs first. Therefore, one matrix-vector multiplication with L −1 L can be done in time O(n/ǫ 2 ), by first multiplying the vector through L, and then solving a linear system in L in O(m ′ log(1/ǫ)) time [Spielman and Teng, 2014 , Koutis et al., 2011 , Kelner et al., 2013 , Peng and Spielman, 2014 , Cheng et al., 2015 , Cohen et al., 2014 , Kyng and Sachdeva, 2016 .
(2) Since we represent the variable X of the SDP by a set of weights {x i } m i=1 , the objective function is of the form
This is a packing SDP that can be solved in polylogarithmic iterations (see, e.g., [Jain and Yao, 2011 , Peng et al., 2016 ). Formally, we use Lemma B.4 from Allen Zhu et al. [2016] . Because Lemma B.4 returns a solution X with E [C • X] ≥ 4 5 OPT, it must return a 3 5 -approximation with probability at least 1/2. Since
2 , we can invoke Lemma B.4 O(log n) times so that we get 1+β 2 -approximation with high probability. We assume this event happens for the rest of the proof.
Let c
If we can approximate c + and c − by a (multiplicative) factor of 1 ± ǫ 2 , we have Recall that C − = exp((uI − A) −1 )(uI − A) −2 , where A = L −1/2 LL −1/2 . By Lemma B.5 the assumption that g = Ω(log −2 n), there exists a degree O
Because both sides are matrix polynomials of A, we can diagonalize them simultaneously so that the approximation only happens to the eigenvalues. Therefore,
So the quantities {c
We invoke the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma and generate a random O(log n/ǫ 2 ) × m matrix Q, so that with high probability, for all 1 ≤ u, u ′ ≤ n,
Recall that A i is the i-th row of a matrix
Both Y and Z have O(log n/ǫ 2 ) rows and n columns. We have
The time it takes to solve O(log n/ǫ 2 ) linear systems in L is O(n/ǫ 4 ), because we can assume m, m ′ = O(n/ǫ 2 ) by sparsifying the input graphs. One of our main contributions is conceptual: we show that the framework of Batson et al. [2012] can be applied to a much broader settings to obtain scalable algorithms. On a technical level, because there exists a hidden set S whose sum is only approximately equal to I, the optimal solution to the SDP will be worse, so we need to carefully control the error caused by this, and move the barriers at a slightly different rate. Our analysis is considerably simpler than that in [Lee and Sun, 2017] , partly because we do not require the output weights to be sparse; We also take care of two minor issues with [Lee and Sun, 2017] : They assumed ρ can be computed exactly for simplicity, and they proved Taylor expansion of C − can be truncated (where it should be C 1/2 − as in Lemma B.5).
Lemma B.4 (Allen Zhu et al. [2016] ). Consider the following SDP with
Suppose c is given explicitly and we have access to M i via an oracle O η,δ which on input x ∈ R m outputs a vector y ∈ R m such that
Lemma B.5. Let A be a real symmetric matrix. When (u−1)I ≺ A ≺ (u−g)I for some 0 < g < 1, we can compute
Proof. The lemma is proved by truncating Taylor expansions. Because A is symmetric, the matrix polynomials p(A) and q(A) can be diagonalized simultaneously with A. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove such polynomials exist for scalars.
(1) Let f (x) = x −2 . Let p(a) = p(u − a), and we define p(·) to be the first d terms of the Taylor expansion of f (x) at x = 1.
We know that all eigenvalues of (uI − A) are in the interval (g, 1). For any x ∈ (g, 1), there exists some d = g −1 log(1/(ǫg)) such that the remainder of the Taylor series satisfies
(2) Let h(x) = exp
, and we define q(·) to be the first d terms of the Taylor expansion of h(x) at x = 1.
For any x ∈ (g, 1) and t ∈ [x, 1], h is holomorphic on a neighborhood of the ball B := {z ∈ R : |z − t| ≤ r} for r = t − x/2, so we can bound the coefficients of the Taylor expansion using Cauchy's estimates.
There exists some d = O g −2 log(1/(ǫg)) such that the remainder at x ∈ (g, 1) satisfies
C Using Deterministic Conditions for Matrix Completion
In this section, we prove Theorem 4.4. We use Lemma 4.3 and the techniques in to show that all local minima of the non-convex objective functions are close to the ground truth. We first restate the objective functions: Equation (3) for the symmetric case and Equation (1) for the asymmetric case.
+ . We start with an overview of the analysis in in Appendix C.1. Because Lemma 4.1 is no longer true in the semi-random setting, we cannot use the proof of in a black-box way. We will handle symmetric (Appendix C.2) and asymmetric (Appendix C.3) cases separately.
C.1 Overview of the Analysis in We give a brief overview of the techniques in . The materials in this section are independent of the concentration bounds, so they remain valid in the semi-random model.
Measuring Distance between Matrices. The first problem in analyzing Objective (3) is that the optimal solution is not unique: given a matrix M ⋆ = U ⋆ (U ⋆ ) ⊤ , for any orthonormal matrix R we also have M ⋆ = (U ⋆ R)(U ⋆ R) ⊤ . To take this symmetry into account, we define the distance between two matrices as follows:
Definition C.1. Given matrices U, U ⋆ ∈ R n×r , their difference is defined to be ∆ = U − U ⋆ R, where R ∈ R r×r is an r × r orthonormal matrix that minimizes U − U ⋆ R 2 F . The benefit of this definition of distance is summarized in the following lemma:
Lemma C.2 (Lemma 6 in ). Given matrices U, U ⋆ ∈ R n×r , let M = U U ⊤ and
The lemma states that when ∆ is large, M is also far from M ⋆ . This would not be true if we simply defined ∆ = U − U ⋆ without considering the best rotation of U ⋆ . From now on, we will always assume U ⋆ is aligned with U in the sense that R = I and ∆ = U − U ⋆ (this can be guaranteed by choosing the appropriate global optimum that U is comparing to).
Main Proof for the Symmetric Case. First, we introduce notations for the Hessian. The Hessian of f (U ) is a 4-th order tensor (because the variable U is a matrix). For an n × r matrix X, we use [∇ 2 f (U )](X) to denote the quadratic form of the Hessian evaluated at X. The Hessian is positive semidefinite (PSD), iff [∇ 2 f (U )](X) ≥ 0 for every X.
The main idea of is to focus on the direction of ∆: To prove U U ⊤ = M ⋆ , instead of using ∇f (U ) = 0 and ∇ 2 f (U ) is PSD, it is sufficient to work with ∇f (U ), ∆ = 0 and [∇ 2 f (U )](∆) ≥ 0. The next lemma, which is the main lemma in , derives a particular inequality that is very useful in proving convergence. Lemma C.3 is proved by simplifying the second-order term [∇ 2 f (U )](∆) given that the first-order term ∇f (U ), ∆ is 0.
Lemma C.3 (Lemma 7 in ). Let M = U U ⊤ and ∆ is the difference of U and U ⋆ as in Definition C.1, if U is a local minimum of Objective (3), then
To see why this inequality is useful intuitively, assume the regularizer term is 0 (the current vector is incoherent so the incoherence regularizer is not active), and assume further the W -norms are very close to Frobenius norm (which is essentially guaranteed by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 when entries are observed randomly), then we have
However, by Lemma C.2 we know ∆∆ ⊤ 2 F ≤ 2 M − M ⋆ 2 F , so the only way this equation can hold is if M − M ⋆ F = 0, and therefore, all local optima are global.
Finally, we state the lemma that shows the regularizer term is indeed small. 9
Lemma C.4 (Lemma 11 in ). Let U and ∆ be defined as above. Choose α 2 = Cµrσ ⋆ 1 n and λ = C 2 n µrκ ⋆ where C is a large enough universal constant, then we have
Reduction from Asymmetric Case to the Symmetric Case. To handle asymmetric matrices, gives a way to essentially reduce asymmetric matrices to symmetric matrices. For variables U, V and optimal solution U ⋆ , V ⋆ , we define the following matrices:
In the asymmetric setting, we consider ∆ = ∆ U ∆ V as the difference between Z and Z ⋆ as in Definition C.1, and we also rotate Z ⋆ so that ∆ = Z − Z ⋆ . Roughly speaking, we want to design an objective function that reduces the asymmetric case to a symmetric matrix completion problem with variables Z and ground truth N ⋆ . This is impossible if we only focus on the term 2 U V ⊤ − M ⋆ 2 W , because it does not depend on the diagonal blocks of (N − N ⋆ ). Since we cannot observe the diagonal blocks of N ⋆ , we try to add a term so that the Hessian of f (Z) acts like a block identity tensor on N . The additional term
F is introduced for exactly this purpose.
Let Q(Z) = Q(U, V ) be the same regularizer as in Objective (1). proved the following lemma:
Lemma C.5 (Essentially Lemma 16 in ). Let Z, Z ⋆ , N , N ⋆ , and ∆ be defined as above, if Z is a local minimum of Objective (1), then
Similar to the symmetric case, Lemma C.5 is proved by simplifying the second-order term [∇ 2 f (Z)](∆) given that the first-order term ∇f (Z), ∆ is 0.
Notice that we have W − J = 2 W − J . If our preprocessing algorithm guarantees that W is close to J, then W is close to J as well.
Finally, we have a corresponding lemma that shows the regularization term is small.
Lemma C.6 (Lemma 22 in ). Let Z and ∆ be defined as above. Choose
µrκ ⋆ where C is a large enough universal constant, then we have
C.2 Proof of Our Symmetric Case
We first prove a variant of Lemma 9 in in the semi-random model. Lemma C.7 shows that any local minima of Objective (3) have bounded row norms.
Lemma C.7. When the weight matrix W satisfies
where C is a large enough universal constant. For Objective (3), we have for any matrix U with ∇f (U ) = 0,
Proof. Recall that U i ∈ R 1×r is the i-th row of U ∈ R n×r and e i ∈ R r×1 is the i-th standard basis vector. The gradient ∇f (U ) is equal to 2(W * (M − M ⋆ ))U + ∇Q(U ), where
.
Let i ⋆ be the row index with the maximum ℓ 2 -norm, if U i ⋆ 2 ≤ 2α then we are done. On the other hand, if U i ⋆ 2 > 2α, we will consider the gradient along e i ⋆ U i ⋆ . We have
The third step removes the term
The fourth step uses that U i ⋆ 2 > 2α and W ∞ ≤ n (every row of W has ℓ 1 -norm at most n). The last step is due to
As a result, we know that
by our choice of λ.
Next, we will show that all local minima are close to the ground truth.
Lemma C.8. Fix any error parameter 0 < ǫ < 1. For a weight matrix W such that W ∞ ≤ n and W − J ≤ ǫcn µ 2 r 2 (κ ⋆ ) 2 for a small enough universal constant c, any local minimum U of Objective (3)
Proof. By Lemma C.3, we know that every local minimum of f (U ) satisfies
We will bound these three terms. First, by Lemma C.7, we know ∆ i For the first term ∆∆ ⊤ 2 W , we can directly apply Lemma 4.3:
The last inequality uses the fact that W − J ≤ cn µ 2 r 2 (κ ⋆ ) 2 for a small enough constant c. For the second term U U ⊤ −M ⋆ 2 W , we invoke Lemma 4.3 with X = (U, U ⋆ ) and Y = (U, −U ⋆ ). Notice that XY ⊤ = U U ⊤ −M ⋆ . Moreover, we know that X F ≤ U F + U ⋆ F ≤ 2 U ⋆ F + ∆ F .
Similarly, the row norms of X is still upper bounded by O µ 2 r 2 κ ⋆ σ ⋆ 1 n . Therefore,
Again, the last step uses the fact that W − J ≤ Here the calculations use the inequalities in Lemma C.2. As a result, U U ⊤ − M ⋆ 2 F ≤ ǫσ ⋆ r U ⋆ 2 F . We conclude the proof by noting that σ ⋆ r U ⋆ 2 C.3 Our Asymmetric Case: Proof of Theorem 4.4
The proof for the asymmetric case (Objective (1)) is very similar. Recall that M ⋆ = U ⋆ (V ⋆ ) ⊤ , where U ⋆ ∈ R n 1 ×r and V ⋆ = R n 2 ×r . We again start by bounding the row norms of U and V . Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume √ n 1 max i U i 2 ≥ √ n 2 max i V i 2 , so it is enough to upper bound max i U i 2 . The gradient can be computed as follows.
( Z i 2 − α 1 )
+
Next, we will prove that all local minima are close to the ground truth.
Lemma C.10. Fix any error parameter 0 < ǫ < 1. Suppose the weight matrix W satisfies that W ∞ ≤ n 2 , W 1 ≤ n 1 , and W − J ≤ ǫc √ n 1 n 2 µ 3 r 3 (κ ⋆ ) 3 for a small enough universal constant c. Then, any local minimum (U, V ) of Objective (1) has U V ⊤ − M ⋆ 2 F ≤ ǫ M ⋆ 2 F . Proof. By Lemma C.5 we know for every local minimum of f (U, V ) satisfies We will bound these three terms. First, by Lemma C.9 we know the rows of ∆ U have squared ℓ 2 -norm at most O 
F ). We can directly apply Lemma 4.3 to
Here the last inequality uses the fact that W − J ≤ c √ n 1 n 2 µ 3 r 3 (κ ⋆ ) 3 for a small enough constant c. For the second term, we can relate W -norm to W -norm similarly, which allows us to focus on the W -norm of the off-diagonal blocks, U V ⊤ − M ⋆ 2 W . We then invoke Lemma 4.3 with X = (U, U ⋆ ) and Y = (V, −U ⋆ ). We know XY ⊤ = U V ⊤ − M ⋆ and X F ≤ U F + U ⋆ F ≤ 2 U ⋆ F + ∆ F (the same upper bound holds for Y F because U ⋆ F = V ⋆ F ). The row norms of X is still bounded by O µ 2 r 2 κ ⋆ σ ⋆ 1 n 1 (and similarly for Y except the denominator is n 2 ).
F . Again, the last step uses the fact that W − J ≤ ǫcn µ 3 r 3 (κ ⋆ ) 3 for a small enough constant c. Finally, the third term is bounded by 0.1σ ⋆ r ∆ 2 F by Lemma C.6. We combine all these terms and apply Lemma C.2, 0 ≤ ∆∆ As a result,
